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In the garden of the Falcon‘s house, a group of police officers wearing special police uniforms was 

showing John and his wife their credentials to explain  

 

their intentions.  

 

Rebecca rushed to the window and saw that it was the people from the National Bureau of 

Investigation. She gritted her teeth in hatred. “Viola! You actually called the police to arrest me! You‘re 

too despicable!”  

 

“I did this for justice. It‘s not like I created something out of nothing. It‘s better to leave the word 

‘despicable‘ to you.”  

 

Rebecca‘s entire body was trembling. It was only at this point that she felt afraid.  

 

So what if the Falcon family went bankrupt? There would be a day when it returned to its usual glory, 

but if she went to prison, she would be toast. She would be tortured to the point of living a life worse 

than death!  

 

She wanted to escape! She could not sit still and wait for death, and Max would definitely help her!  

 

“Viola! I‘ll not let you go easily!”  

 

If she ran from the back door of the villa now, there was still time!  

 

Viola grabbed her wrist and used a lot of force to immobilize her.  

 



“Naive! With the National Bureau of Investigation here, do you think you can run away? If you really 

don‘t want to go to jail, I can consider helping you. As long as you tell me about Max‘s identity.”  

 

Rebecca mocked, “Aren‘t you very capable? Is there anyone else that you can‘t find out?”  

 

“It seems that you have a good relationship with her. You would rather go to jail than sell her out. Go 

ahead.”  

 

Viola let go of her hand coldly. Rebecca turned her head and wanted to run away, but the police had 

already rushed upstairs and blocked the door of the room. They walked in and quickly handcuffed 

Rebecca to take her away.  

 

Rebecca struggled with all her strength, but she was pushed out of the room by the police. Rebecca 

glared at her hatefully. “Viola! She is someone you can‘t afford to offend! You are no match for her! I‘ll 

wait and see!”  

 

She didn‘t hide her strong hatred, and the end of her words seemed to have a deeper meaning.  

 

Viola didn‘t say a word as she watched Rebecca, who was struggling, be forcefully taken away by the 

police.  

 

She looked around Rebecca‘s room and finally saw a photo album in the drawer of her dressing table.  

 

There was a photo of Rebecca and Max at the entrance of the University of St. Francis  

 

She stared at the photo. Max wore a big smile on her face.  

 

That familiar feeling once again hit her in the face.  



 

The first time she saw Max, she felt that something was wrong with this girl, especially since Max knew 

about what happened in Washington before.  

 

Now that she thought about it, Max‘s close relationship with Rebecca seemed to be something Max 

wanted to reveal to her.  

 

What was this girl‘s purpose?  
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When Viola came out of the Falcon‘s house, Rebecca had already been escorted into the car by the 

police.  

 

John and Melinda were talking to the man with his back to her. They seemed to be begging for 

forgiveness, and Melinda looked even more anxious.  

 

Viola looked at the back, which looked like Jerry‘s, and calmly walked over.  

 

“Ms. McGraw, do you still remember me?” Ronian heard footsteps and turned to look at her with a 

smile in his eyes.  

 

His eyebrows and eyes were very similar to Jerry‘s.  

 

When he smiled, his amber eyes were sharper than Jerry‘s.  



 

Viola replied with a polite smile, “Hello, Mr. Felton. Mr. Felton is in charge of the Felton family now. 

Who doesn‘t know you?”  

 

Ronian was ranked second in the Felton family and was also second in command of the National Bureau 

of Investigation. His status ranked second. The first one was Ormand.  

 

Seeing her, Ronian was very emotional. He reached out to touch her head. “In the past, you liked to play 

with Jerry in the Felton‘s house. After a few years, you became more and more beautiful.”  

 

Viola retreated half a step and decisively dodged his hand.  

 

“Sorry, I have a jealous fiancé at home. If he knew that other men touched my head, he would be 

unhappy.”  

 

“The two of you have a close relationship. It makes me jealous.  

 

“I haven‘t seen Mr. Hobson for a long time, and he hasn‘t returned to the Bureau. I wonder if he has 

been well recently?” Ronian withdrew his hand and smiled kindly.  
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Viola narrowed her eyes and examined the faint probing tone in his words.  

 

They had worked together in the National Bureau of Investigation. Todd, Nolan, and the others knew 

about Ormand‘s condition. It seemed like Ronian was completely unaware of it.  



 

Viola said casually, “Of course, he‘s good. He‘s always in a healthy condition, unlike me.”  

 

“Then Ms. McGraw needs to take good care of your body. By the way, say hello to Mr. Hobson for me.”  

 

The two greeted each other for a while.  

 

Melinda, who was crying, interrupted.  

 

“Ronian, Rebecca is young, and she is ignorant, so she made mistakes. She was diagnosed with a mental 

illness before, Ronian, you must help her!”  

 

“Mrs. Falcon, don’t worry. The National Bureau of Investigation has never wronged anyone. They won‘t 

treat her harshly during the investigation,” Ronian replied with a smile.  

 

Since there was nothing else, Viola turned around and was about to leave.  

 

Stanley suddenly came out of the villa. Because he had not recovered from the injury caused by Todd, 

he could only hold on to the door frame and call her from afar.  

 

“Viola! Are you really going to go against the Falcon family together with Ormand? Looks like we’ve 

known each other since we were kids. Can’t you let Rebecca go?”  

 

In the garden, everyone looked at Viola because of Stanley‘s words.  

 

Viola stopped, but she didn‘t turn around. Her tone was mixed with coldness,  
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GEO “Stanley, the punishment she is going to face is what she deserves. It is also the result of the Falcon 

family‘s tolerance for her.”  

 

She took two steps and seemed to have thought of something. She looked at Ronian and said, “If 

Rebecca really has a mental illness, she should be sent to the mental hospital for treatment. It should 

not be an excuse for her to get away with it. What do you think, Mr. Felton?”  

 

“Of course,” Ronian replied with a smile.  

 

“My daughter has suffered so much...” Melinda almost couldn‘t breathe, but she was supported by John 

and didn‘t fall.  

 

Viola couldn‘t be bothered to look at this family‘s hypocritical behavior and went away quickly  

 

Just as she got into the car and was about to go home, her phone rang.  

 

It was from Kolby.  

 

“Ms. McGraw, this blue medicine has been tested repeatedly. There is no problem. If Ormand is injected 

with it, the decay and heartache caused by the virus will be greatly reduced, and even the symptoms will 

disappear.”  

 

“That‘s great! I‘ll be there soon,” Viola said happily.  

 



Hanging up the phone, she returned to Viorin.  

 

Ormand was still wearing a thick sleeping robe as he sat lazily on the sofa reading  

 

As soon as Viola returned, she happily cupped his face and gave him a kiss. “Orin, hurry up and change 

your clothes. Come out with me.”  

 

“Where are we going?”  
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“You‘ll find out when we get there!” Viola smiled mysteriously.  

 

Ormand saw that she was in such a good mood, so he did not ask any more questions. He immediately 

went upstairs to change into a coat and let her take his hand out of the door.  

 

The two arrived at the laboratory together.  

 

Looking at the blue liquid in Kolby‘s syringe, Ormand looked grim. “This is what you exchanged with 

Jerry?”  

 

Viola nodded and gently caressed his face. She said in a happy tone, “The doctor has already tested it 

many times. There is no problem with the medicine. After the injection, it can bring back your glory!”  

 

Todd said, “That‘s great! Mr. Hobson will recover soon. You will still be the strongest man in the future!”  



 

The joke made everyone in the laboratory laugh.  

 

They were all in a good mood.  

 

“I won‘t inject it. Kolby, take it away,” Ormand said firmly, staring at the blue medicine. 

 

 


